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C
Cluster Invesstigations: Itt is a descriptive study
y
in
nvolving a revview of an un
nusual numb
ber of spatial-ly
y and temporally group
ped health e
events (e.g.,,
su
udden rise in
n malaria rep
ports).

posttest score is tthen determ
mined to mea
asure the
differrence, after treatment, between the
t
two
group
ps. This stud
dy however, d
does not incllude any
pre-te
esting and th
herefore any
y difference between
b
the tw
wo groups p
prior to the study is un
nknown.
Thus,, any differen
nce between
n the groups after the
treatm
ment cannot be attributed strictly to
t treatmentt.

Blin
nd Experim ent
To prevent biass effects in an
a experime
ent following
g
tech
hniques are used.
Do uble-Blind E
Experimentt
If ccritical aspeccts of experriment is no
ot known by
y
parrticipants orr experimen
nter, it is d
double-blind
d
exp
periment. It p
protects from
m experimen
nter biasnesss
and
d placebo efffects.

Figu
gure 20: Explan
nation of pre-exxperimental design
de

Sin
ngle-Blind Exxperiment
Exp
periments wh
here informa
ation causing
g biasness orr
ske
ewness is witthheld from participants, but experi-me
enter is in fulll control of the
t facts.
No n-Blind Exp
periment
In this techniq
que, both exxperimenter and partici-pan
nts are in fulll control of the facts.
Pre
e-Experimen
ntal Design
The
ese follow b
basic experim
mental stepss but do nott
incclude a contro
ol group. Stu
udy of one sin
ngle group iss
ma
ade but no compariso
on between equivalentt
non
n-treatment groups is do
one.
ཤ

ཤ

ཤ

O
One Shot Casse Study: Sub
bjects are pre
esented with
h
so
ome type off treatment, e.g. semeste
er of college
e
w
work experie
ence, and th
hen applied outcome iss
m
measured e.g
g. college gra
ades. Like otther designs,,
d
determining effect of tre
eatment on outcome iss
m
main goal. W
With a compa
arison group
p, one could
d
h
have determin
ned whetherr outcome sccores are any
y
h
higher than w
without treatment. How
wever, in thiss
sttudy only a cursory me
easurement of outcome
e
affter treatment is made to
t satisfy the
e researcherr
th
hat there hass been some effect of the
e treatment.
O
One Group P
Pretest Postttest Study: T
To make the
e
sttudy better, change with
hin group ca
an be deter-m
mined by the
e use of a pre
e-test score. Inclusion off
pretest proviides baseline
e scores. E.g., to study
y
efffect of work
k experience on college performance,,
co
omparison o
of college gra
ades prior to w
work experi-en
nce and afte
er work expe
erience is ma
ade. This de-te
ermines chan
nges in outco
ome or depe
endent varia-ble (grade) ba
ased on treatment (work experience)..
T
The problem with this stu
udy is that an
ny change in
n
d
dependent va
ariable is attrributed to th
he treatment..
T
This change could have occurred evven withoutt
trreatment or independen
nt variable (w
work experi-en
nce). For exxample, there
e is a chance that grade
e
ch
hanges were
e caused by maturation
m
a
and not work
k
exxperience.
p Comparisson Study: This design
n
S tatic Group
atttempts to ccompensate for the lack of a controll
grroup but doe
es not conclu
usively demon
nstrate that a
ch
hange has occcurred. In th
he static grou
up compari-so
on study, tw
wo groups arre chosen, one of which
h
re
eceives the ttreatment an
nd the other does not. A
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Quasi-Experimenttal Design
These a
are better th
han pre-expe
erimental studies as
they em
mploy a means to compa
are groups. However,
H
these d
do not includ
de randomiza
ation.
ཤ

ཤ

est-Posttest Nonequivallent Group: With
W this
Prete
desig
gn, both conttrol and expe
erimental gro
oups are
comp
pared. Conve
enience and n
not randomiization is
the th
heme for cho
oosing group
ps. This migh
ht be the
meth
hod of choice
e for example
e to study wo
ork experience, as it would
d be difficult tto choose stu
udents in
a colllege setting a
at random. T
They studentts can be
place
ed in specifiic groups an
nd classes and
a
then
asked
d to particcipate in o
one-semesterr workexperrience progra
am. Then stu
udents’ grades prior to
progrram start an
nd after prog
gram are me
easured.
Particcipating stud
dents form tthe treatmen
nt group
and n
non-participa
ating ones forrm the contro
ol group.
None
equivalent B
Before-After Design: It co
ompares
2 pro
obably differrent groupss even beforre study
begin
ns. To undersstand how new treatmen
nt affects
peoplle with diffferent psych
hological diisorders;
disorders themse
elves would create two or more
nonequivalent grroups. Num
mber of prete
ests and
posttests can vary
y from one each to many
y more.
Figu
ure 21: Explanaation of quasi-eexperimental design
d
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Time
e Series Dessigns: These use the pre
etest and
posttest analysis of subjects a
at different in
ntervals.
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Helps individual in the growth and development of
personality

Stages of Problem Solving
Problem solving is a systematic process consisting of
well-defined stages. Wallace in 1926 defined following four stages:
Preparation: It involves choosing problem and
gathering its background information
ཤ Incubation: Here attention is deliberately diverted
to other activities.
ཤ Illumination: Here sudden solution to the problem
encountered is achieved.
ཤ Verification: It involves validating the solution.
This model was supported in 2006 by Vinack.
ཤ

Bransford and Stein in 1984 called these stages as
IDEAL that is “Identify, Define, Explore, Act, and
Look.”
Elliot in 2000 presented DUPE model that is “Defining just what the problem is; Understanding its
nature; Plan for its solution; Evaluate your plan.”

Rules in Problem Solving
ཤ

ཤ

Algorithms: These are set of rules which if followed
correctly will guarantee a correct solution for example rule of multiplication or addition if followed
correctly give correct solution
Heuristics: These are strategies usually based on
past experience that are likely to lead to a solution
but do not guarantee success.

Steps in Problem Solving
According to Bransford and Stein there are five steps
coded as ‘IDEAL’
I

= Identifying the problem

D = Defining and representing the problem
E = Exploring possible strategies
A = Acting on strategies
L = Looking back and evaluating the effects of
activities

©Mindsprite Solutions™
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ཤ

Heuristics and Biasness in Decision Making
Biasness in decision-making is caused by
ཤ

ཤ
ཤ
ཤ

ཤ
ཤ

ཤ
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ

Problem awareness
Problem understanding
Collection of relevant information
Formulation of hypothesis or hunch for possible
solutions
Selection of correct solution
Verification of concluded solution or hypothesis

Factors Influencing Problem Solving
The following factors affect problem solving

Representativeness: Whether the current situation
is representative of a previously encountered situation
Availability: Some events are easier to remember
or imagine than others
Adjustment: Used for making subjective probability estimate
Weighing Alternatives: It is the best form of
arriving at the decisions; the decision maker first
makes the list of desired attributes and then gives
weightage to these attributes based on priority.

Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a technique used to gather a large
quantity of ideas. The ideas generated are geared
towards solving a specific problem. Brainstorming is
a process for developing creative solutions to problems. Alex Faickney Osborn, an advertising manager,
popularized the method in 1953 in his book, Applied
Imagination. Ten years later, he proposed that teams
could double their creative output with brainstorming.
Brainstorming works by focusing on a problem &
then deliberately coming up with as many solutions
as possible and by pushing the ideas as far as possible. One of the reasons it is so effective is that the
brainstormers not only come up with new ideas in a
session, but also spark off from associations with
other people’s ideas by developing and refining
them.
Basic Rules of Brainstorming
ཤ

Problem solving is an individual phenomena and
involves exercise of cognitive abilities of higher order,
continuous persistent & struggling on conscious as
well as unconscious levels.
Major steps are:

Sets: These are preparatory adjustments to perform
a task.
Hints: If provided at the beginning hints make it
easier to solve problem.
Priming of Solutions: Familiarity with the correct
solution enhances chances of problem solving

ཤ

ཤ

ཤ

ཤ

Focus on Quantity: This rule is a means of enhancing divergent production, aiming to facilitate
problem solving through the maxim: quantity
breeds quality. The greater the number of ideas
generated, the greater the chance of producing a
radical and effective solution.
No Criticism: Criticism of ideas are withheld
during the brainstorming session as the purpose is
on generating varied and unusual ideals and extending or adding to these ideas. Criticism is reserved for the evaluation stage of the process.
Welcome Unusual Ideas: Unusual ideas are
welcomed and considered these may provide better solutions.
Combine and Improve Ideas: Not only are a
variety of ideals wanted, but also ways to combine
ideas in order to make them better.
Consider Purpose and Audience: Participants
need to think about the parts of communication
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C
Creation of S
Slack Resourrces: In orde
er to reduce
e
exxceptions, p
performance levels can be reduced,,
th
hus decreasin
ng the inform
mation load o
on the hierar-ch
hy.
C
Creation of Self-Contain
ned Tasks: A
Achieving a
co
onceptual cllosure of tassks is anothe
er way of re-d
ducing inform
mation proce
essing.
ncreasing th
he organizattional inform
mation pro-In
ce
essing capaccity
C
Creation of La
ateral Relatio
ons: The aim
m is to apply a
sy
ystem of deccision subsid
diarity, i.e. to
o move deci-siion power to
o the processs, instead off moving in-fo
ormation fro
om the proce
ess into the h
hierarchy forr
d
decision-mak
king.
V
Vertical Inforrmation Sysstems: In th
his case, the
e
in
nformation fflow for a spe
ecific task (orr set of tasks))
iss routed in acccordance with
w the appliied businesss
lo
ogic, rather th
han the hiera
archy of the o
organization..

Com
mmunicatio
on in Manag
gement of In
nformation
Reffer communiication (main
nly effective ccommunica-tion
n, barriers to
o communiccation and ty
ypes of com-mu
unication) on
n page - 218 -.
F
Figure 121: Deesign of MIS
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Techn
nology and its Imp
pact on Human
H
Behavvior
Techno
ologies such as internet p
provide high
hly structured stimulus, w
which have become sig
gnificant
factors in determin
ning and settting referencce points
and sta
andards for exxperiencing space, time, distances etc.
of the techno
ologies such
h as internet and cell
Some o
phoness have made
e the world
d smaller pla
ace with
instant access to all kinds of info
ormation. At the
t same
time so
ome technollogies such as video gam
mes can
severely
y alter the re
ealities perce
eived by chilldren, so
that their behaviorr is not only
y determined
d by real
world e
events but also by eventss in the virtua
al world.
Techno
ology has he
elped man in
n highly spe
ecialized
tasks. M
Man has become more tiime consciou
us, independen
nt, competitivve and goal o
oriented. On the
t other
hand, technology h
has proved a b
bane in the se
ense that
it has ccaused aliena
ation and apathy from re
est of the
society
y leading to ab
bsenteeism, a
alcoholism, and
a drug
depend
dence. It hass led to minim
mization of feelings,
disresp
pect for ag
ged, greaterr self-centeredness,
absencce of passion and preferen
nce for hedon
nistic life
style.
ology Adopttion in India
an Context
Techno
Impactt of technollogy has be
een slow in
n Indian
contextt mainly because of
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ

ཤ

Figure 12
122: Implementtation phase of MIS

ཤ

ཤ

e towards tecchnology
Fataliistic attitude
ward thinkin
ng i.e., past w
was good, prresent is
Backw
bad a
and future wiill be worse
Lack of belief in d
doctrine of Karma
Widespread illiterracy
Lack of basic inffrastructure facilities to support
new ttechnologica
al innovation
ns, for examp
ple infrastructture for broa
adband intern
net is presen
nt only in
selectt cities
Widespread pove
erty
age curriculum not
Outdated schooll and colla
developmentts
coverring recent d

Studyin
ng Impact of Techn
nology on Human
Behaviior
Impactt of technolo
ogy on hum
man behaviorr can be
studied
d in two wayss:
ཤ

ཤ

omparing typ
pical reactio
on in a group
p before
By co
and a
after the tecchnological innovation is introduced
d.
By de
etermining tthe reaction of groups in
n similar
techn
nological are
eas whose life
fe-experience
es differ,
chieflly in terms o
of how closely
y they are in
n contact
to mo
odern techno
ology and ind
dustrial centters.

Impactt of Televisi on
© Exa
amrace (www.examra
ace.com). Report copy
yright violations @ htttps://tips.fbi.gov/

The prrocess of devveloping television prog
grams is
based o
on four stag
ges namely, p
production, delivery
(open circuit, closed circuit, a
and library system),
utility, and evaluatiion.
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Harijans suffer the most and the conflicts are
mainly between middle class peasants and Harijans.
Harijans are most aggressive in vertical political
confrontation between castes within hierarchy.
A.K. Singh found that desire for upward mobility in
the caste hierarchy by up-gradation of caste status
has dramatically changed into the demand for
government measures for upliftment of the entire
class, as was case with Dalit Panthers and OBC.
Prasad found high caste Hindus have higher degree
of caste prejudice than low caste Hindus.

Prejudice
and
Personality)

Personality

(Authoritarian

Relationship between prejudice and personality can
be explained using the following concepts
Political, social, and economic conviction of an
individual often forms a broad coherent pattern as
if bound together by mentality or spirit.
ཤ This pattern is an expression of deep-seated trends
in one’s personality.
In other words, intergroup attitudes are part of
broader ideological framework and correlated with
individual beliefs, thus this correlation is caused by
more basic personality factors. Some examples
scales, which have been used to measure such
personality factors, are:
ཤ

ཤ

ཤ

ཤ

Anti-Semitism Scale (A-S Scale): The Anti-Semitism Scale was developed to sample anti-Jewish attitudes with 23 contemporary attitude
questions. The 23 questions were scored on a
5-point Likert scale so that a higher score revealed
a greater amount of anti-Semitism. Responses were
combined and averaged to create a composite
score.
Ethnocentrism Scale (E Scale): This scale was
designed to measure the extent to which individuals rigidly accepted aspects of their own culture
and rejected what was different. It measures a
broader form of prejudice, Ethnocentrism, than
anti-Semitism. Adorno et al formulated the ethnocentrism scale, also known as the E scale. It is a
series of Likert like items. It consists of three subscales, pertaining to Jews, Negroes, and other minority groups and patriotism. The general idea was
to combine the scores from the three subscales and
treat it as a global measure ethnocentrism. Significant inter-correlations between the three subscales
indicate that a single underlying dimension of
variation was being measured.
Political and Economic Conservatism Scale
(PEC): This scale consists of statements designed
to measure the degree to which individuals held
the values of American conservative right wing.
Main components of the tests measure tendencies
such as keeping things as they are, resisting social
change, valuing ambition, efficiency, and financial
success.

©Mindsprite Solutions™
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Potential for Fascism Scale (F-Scale): It is also
called Implicit Anti-Democratic Trends Scale. This
scale is devised to measure the authoritarianism
trait of the personality. It consists of nine antidemocratic statements involving conventionalism,
authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression, anti-introspection, superstition & stereotyping, power, destructiveness, projectivity and exaggerated sexual concerns.

Prejudice and Internationalist Attitude
Prejudice confines thinking and hinders adoption of
an internationalist attitude. Prejudices people feel
safe and secure within their ingroups. As a result,
people tend to reject out-group as the ingroups
satisfy various needs of the person like
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ
ཤ

Intolerance for ambiguity
Need to achieve superior status
Sense of identification
Need for security
Satisfaction of such needs and reinforcement of
behavior required to satisfy such needs by the ingroup further strengthens prejudice.

Manifestation of Prejudice
Prejudice manifests in the following ways
ཤ
ཤ
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Feeling of competition
Exploitation
Perceived belief dissimilarity
Conformity
Creation of social norms
Leads to society symbolism and institutional
racism
Antilocution: Verbal remarks against a person,
group, or community, which are not addressed
directly to the target
Physical attacks
Extermination: Act of killing with the intention of
eradicating a demographic within a population
Discrimination
Creation of social barriers
Creation of cultural barriers
Creation of religious barriers

Methods to Control Prejudice

Prejudice can be controlled by
ཤ
ཤ
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Creating a casteless and classless society
Promoting better contact among groups
Creating equal opportunity for all members of
society
Studying and learning lessons from previous
history of prejudice
Promoting inter-caste and interstate marriage
Promoting visits of cultural delegations
Imparting education for social tolerance

Factors Producing Prejudice

Prejudice is caused by the following factors
ཤ
ཤ

Psychological Factors
Abnormal personality
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